
  

 

The 2018/19 Secretary’s Report 

The 2018/2019 season was the year of focussing on targets and 
exceeding expectations! After a disjointed and ultimately 
trophyless 17/18 season a wounded VEC regrouped and returned 
to the top of the UCFL ladder. The first team claimed an emphatic 
double of league and cup while the seconds, with an influx of new 
bodies, mounted a challenge in a very strong division 2. 
Unfortunately, due to player and management availability the 
club once again had to disband its third team. 

The season kicked off with the introduction of a new club 
Instagram to increase club exposure on social media, with the 
first post celebrating the appointment of new club captain 
Seamus “Sham” Staunton. Simon Roche was welcomed onto the 
management team as a first team assistant and 2nd team trainer 

and he had an immediate impact negotiating a Thursday training slot for the club at Whelan Park’s all-
weather facility. The addition of goalkeeper David Frewen, Donegal native Eoin Ferry and the return 
of powerhouse Conall O’Shaughnessy to the heart of defence provided a reinforced defensive 
platform and unprecedented depth to facilitate the success which lay ahead; while Tom Wrynne’s 
emergence as a premier level striker brought additional grit to the forward line.  

Competition Season Target Outcome 
Premier Division Champions 
Challenge Cup Final 
FAI Junior Cup 5th Round 
Richard Knight Cup - 
Premier Shield - 

 

Champions v Legends 

The 2nd annual VEC ‘Champions v Legends’ Match took place in July 2018. The turnout was fantastic 
and really built on the success of the previous year.  Former VEC player Tommy Doherty officiated. 

Afterwards, we all adjourned to 
Brady’s for a BBQ and a fund-
raising quiz run by Dave Spring. 
Later that evening Aido Hyland 
and Gearoid Miggan received 
their player-of-the-year awards for 
VEC 1sts and 2nds respectively, 
along with a 5th consecutive golden 
boot making its way back the 
Hyland mantelpiece in Athlone. 

 



 

 

BRASS TAX  

The 44th Annual General Meeting was held on Tuesday 9th October 2018 at 8.30 pm in Brady’s 
Terenure. With the primary item on the agenda being the re-election of Dave Spring and Seamus 
Doherty to their positions of Chairman and Treasurer respectively. The Chairman was however, forced 
to express his disappointment that only three players had turned up for the meeting, a sentiment that 
was echoed by the few in attendance. 

 

THE GOLDEN BOOT RACE 

The 18/19 Season saw the tightest race for the Golden Boot in 
half a decade, as club newcomer Sam Jackson put in some 
blistering performances in Division 2 to challenge Aidan Hyland’s 
claim to the crown. Sam’s goal scoring form saw him receive a 
call up to the UCFL Oscar Traynor team alongside Hyland where 

both players met expectations and 
registered goals in the prestigious 
competition. The two strikers 
registered multiple hattricks 
throughout the season, both scored 
important goals for the club and 
they were neck and neck with 12 
club goals apiece at the winter break. However, Hyland finished the 
season with a flurry and managing to re-take the lead in the race while 
scoring 4 goals in the Challenge Cup Final and ultimately win an 
unprecedented 6th VEC Golden Boot in a row. Congratulations to both 
players on an excellent season. 

 

CLEANSHEETS RECORD 

Credit must also go to the VEC bulwark. The unsung guardians. The VEC 
defence.  

With incredible depth and quality on display this past season at the 
back, VEC’s protective unit revelled in keeping a record 15 cleansheets 
across a fixture packed season! 2 more than the previous record set in 
2016/2017.  

This achievement was in no small part down to the sometimes 
spectacular, often explosive but always consistent performances of 
Davey Frewen between the sticks.  

 

 



RECLAIM THE THRONE 

The season kicked off in August with a clear line drawn in 
the sand by the manager. VEC would reclaim their rightful 
place as the dominant name in UCFL football and this 
group of players would achieve true greatness before 
Mick Kinsella had another baby. 

However, on the pitch it was a 
slow and inconsistent start, as is 
the club’s wont, the league 
campaign began with a taste of 
everything, a win, a draw and a 

loss and it wasn’t until the cups kicked off in September that we saw the team 
kick into gear with a 7-1 demolition of Sacred Heart Killinarden. VEC continued 
to put LSL clubs to the sword as we emphatically progressed through the 
rounds of the FAI Junior Cup, while also dispatching Liberties in the 1st round 
of the RK Cup after extra time. The final game before the winter break came 
in early December when the team travelled to Castleisland in Kerry, in round 
5 of the FAI Junior. They say that no man is an island, but on that day a young 
Jack Nolan, in an unfamiliar enforcer role, showed that one man can certainly 
be a rock! Jack’s performance was indeed the rock on which Castleisland 
perished as VEC ran out comfortable 3-0 winners and also won the ensuing 
mudwrestling competition.  

RECLAIM THE THRONE 

VEC picked up after the break with a renewed verve and enjoyed 4 
victories in January. Ending the Challenge Cup dreams of a strong 
Coolock side while also denting their league aspirations with 
consecutive 1-0 victories thanks to James “Jimmer” McGauran and a 
goal for the ages from Aido Hyland.  VEC also cruised into round 7 of 
the FAI Junior competition for the 2nd time in 3 seasons. Sadly, the draw 
was not rosey, it was Evergreen! A trip to face a Kilkenny powerhouse 
in their own backyard would be a tough ask for any team but a dominant 
opening blitz from the home side saw them grab 3 quick goals and also 

the victory. Hyland pulled a goal back for the VEC and we had our chances during a valiant 
performance but, ultimately, the home side were the deserved victors.  

 

With the extended run in the 
national competition now in the 
past. Focus returned to the 
domestic drive. The team 
progressed to the semi-final of 
the RK Cup while also going 
unbeaten in its remaining 11 league matches. A run which included 
an appearance in goal by Rob Newe, some live streamed football, 
another confounding 3-3 draw with Beech Park and a well deserved 



but no less unexpected hattrick against the Swans from Tom Wrynne! A semi-final defeat to Coolock 
in the RK Cup proved that the side, despite its epic form, was still fallible, and truly emphasised the 
heights that had been reached in the “Quadruple Season”. 

THE FINAL CHALLENGE 

The Challenge Cup run saw VEC drawn against every team worth playing 
in the 2018/2019 season. Coolock Village, Liberties FC, Tallaght United, 
Harding IF and Drumcondra AFC. A proverbial who’s who of UCFL 
champions and contenders queued up in a not-so-orderly fashion to 
challenge the might of the VEC. Each on-comer crashed and broke upon 
O’Brien’s shield or were impaled upon 
Frewen’s spear! As VEC progressed 
through the competition to a final 
showdown with Drumcondra AFC in the 

Oscar Traynor Centre, it proved a case of cometh the hour cometh 
the man, as Aido Hyland struck no less than 4 killer blows in a 
mercurial performance. A deserved man of the match award followed 
for Hyland as VEC carved the club name into the Challenge Cup trophy 
once again! 

A final showdown in the league with Castle Celtic also loomed on the 
horizon. 3 points needed to claim the title. It was in this victory that 
the strength of the VEC squad was truly demonstrated, with 
contributions made across the field from every corner of the squad; 
including a goal by the enigmatic Rob Newe, the icing on the cake, a 
season summarised in a moment… The Double!  

The season drew to a close in June as Harding’s snatch and grab effort saw them pull the rug from 
under VEC’s feet in the final minutes of the Shield Final. However, no loss can detract from the truth 
behind the 2018/2019 season. The challenge had been set, the gauntlet laid down and the club, these 

players and this management had exceeded all 
expectations and reclaimed the throne.  

 

 

 



VEC 2nds Season 

The 2nd’s will consider themselves disappointed with their 
final league position of 5th in UCFL Division 2 after a season 
of near hibernation in 2nd position. 
 
A positive start to the season saw them lose only once in our 
opening 8 league games. The goals were flowing too with no 
less than 9 different scorers. One man in particular clearly 
setting his stall out for top scorer, new signing Sam Jackson 
netting 10 times in those opening games. 
 
No win in the following five league games ultimately cost the 
team any chance of winning the league. A creditable 1-1 draw 
away to runaway league champions Oldbury was followed up 
with hugely regrettable draws at home to Booterstown Utd 
and Portmarnock 2nd’s. 
 
Turn of the year and a change in formation from manager Fergal ‘Stumpy’ Nolan saw a run of three 
impressive away wins. A run that included a dogged 3-1 victory on a dangerously icy pitch in 
Walkinstown against league runners up Rathmines Roosters and a superb performance away to 
Atletico Malahide that saw Sam Jackson help himself to all 5 goals with goalkeeper Brendan Murphy 
pulling off 2 of his astonishing 7 penalty saves over the course of the season. 
 
Team spirit was at a season high at this stage, led by the experience of Simon Roche in midfield with 
the youthful Conor Ryan in tandem. Gildas Oliver and Richie Burke added steel to the engine room: 
Oscar Ó Foghlú and Damon Maguire brought 1st team experience mainly on the right, while the 

interchangeable Karl Reck & Josh Caffrey on the left 
were always a threat. Conor O’Neill, Jorge Castrillo 
and ‘Swan’ made important contributions along the 
way, while the new back 3 always performed solidly 
playing with any combination of Fergus Brady, Paul 
Smith, Shane Reddin or the enigmatic Darragh Kelly. 
 
Unfortunately, goals dried up after the potent strike 
partnership of Tom Wrynne and Sam Jackson was 
rewarded, after a combined 28 goals, with a 1st team 
call-up where they continued their good form to help 
the club to a famous premier league and cup double. 
 

The target to reach the final of the MMI Cup started well with a comprehensive 6-3 win over Riverside 
Utd. but was followed by a poor showing in the quarter final against high-flying Tallaght Utd., resulting 
in a 0-4 loss. 
 
Back in the league, hope of an immediate promotion back to Division 1 was re-ignited with a fantastic 
team performance away to Booterstown Utd. Goals from new signing Matthew Wallace and Richie 
Burke preceded a wonder strike by Trevor Screeney against his former club. However, results 
elsewhere and a disappointing defeat in the final game quashed any lingering promotion aspirations. 
 

 



UCFL League Team 

Paul Hutchinson and Dave Spring remained at the helm and the VEC influence on the team remained 
potent with 5 VEC players starting the disappointing 0-3 opening loss to the LSL with 7 in total in the 
squad. An improved performance in game 2 saw an unlucky UCFL side leave Carlow with no points 
after a 2-1 loss with VEC mercenary 
Sam Jackson on the scoresheet, the 
team featured 6 VEC men in the squad. 
Finally, in what was easily the team’s 
most impressive performance (even 
with qualification off the table), the 
side marched into the trenches with an 
astounding 10 VEC clubmen among its 
ranks and went to war with a well 
armed Defence Forces side. The game 
ended in a close 2-1 loss for the UCFL 
with the evergreen Hyland bagging a deserved goal. A disheartening campaign for the UCFL side, 
however it did serve to highlight the contribution the VEC have made to the league itself in recent 
years and the strength in character our playerbase continues to demonstrate year on year.   

Analysing the players involved in the 8 Oscar Traynor matches over the past 3 seasons, shows that 
Gav Murphy played in an astounding 7 of those 8 games; Pat Meghen in 6; Aido Hyland and Neal 
Breslin in 5.  Congratulations to them and all who represented the Club. 

Analysis of VEC Players’ involvement: 

 UCFL 2016-
2018 

Defence 
Forces Wexford AUL Carlow AUL LSL Carlow Defence 

Forces 
Started 

  

As 
Sub 

  

Total 
   Nov-16 Dec-16 Jan-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Nov-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 

 Players Lost 1-3 Lost 0-5 Lost 1-4 Lost 2-3 Lost 1-6 Lost 0-3 Lost 1-2 Lost 1-2 

1 Gavin Murphy  1   1 1 1 1 1 1 7   7 

2 Patrick Meghen  sub sub 1   1 sub   sub 2 4 6 

3 Aidan Hyland  1     sub 1 1   1 4 1 5 

4 Neal Breslin  1   1 1 1     sub 4 1 5 

5 Michael Kinsella  1   1     1   1 4   4 

6 Ray Jaudzems 1         1 1 1 4   4 

7 Anthony Dunne  1 1 sub           2 1 3 

8 Seamus Staunton  sub sub 1           1 2 3 

9 Davy Frewen            1 1   2   2 

10 Peter O'Brien  not used         not 
used 1 1 2   2 

11 Sam Jackson              1 1 2   2 

12 Andy Kilmartin    1     1       2   2 

13 Joseph Byrne    sub sub             2 2 

14 Dani Gonzalez                1 1   1 

15 Richard Hannify  not used injured 1       not used not used 1   1 

16 Killian Finlay  sub   injured             1 1 

17 Alan Keane          Not used           0 



Kevin O’Hanlon 

At the heart of this past season’s drive for success has been 
first team manager and devoted clubman Kev O’Hanlon and it 
is with great sadness but also great pride that we get to thank 
Kev for his contribution not only over the last 12 months but 
throughout his distinguished 4 year reign. Kev made the move 
from player to manager after knee injury cut his playing days 
short and he threw himself head first into his new role with a 
single minded determination. Kev’s unwavering desire to win 
provided a beacon of focus and motivation for the club in 
recent years and formed the cement around which the most 
successful team in the club’s history bonded.  

It cannot go without mention that Kev spent the recent season 
commuting from Cork to attend not only matches but training 
sessions too, a feat that in hindsight sounds like unjustifiable 
madness, but that kind of dedication is what precedes a list of 

honours which reads as follows, 6 Finals, 3 Premier Division Titles, 2 Challenge Cups, 1 Richard Knight 
Cup and 1 Premier Shield. Not to mention 3 sets of runners-up medals and forays into the deep stages 
of the FAI Junior Cup facing off against some of the nation’s elite junior teams such as Evergreen FC 
and Pike Rovers.  

It would do Kev a disservice to limit his contribution to unprecedented on-field success. Kev brought 
so much more to the VEC, an instrumental role in the “Champions v Legends” game, a founding father 
of the “VEC Live-Stream”, single-handedly memorialising the quadruple season, negotiating a new 
sponsorship deal with ‘Legacy’, finally getting the first team into a delicious white jersey and last but 
not least providing an immeasurable sprinkling of humour to the social fibres of the club.   

To Kevin O’Hanlon the club, as one, can only say thank you!  (We know you will be back!) 

Thanks 

I would like to thank the managers – on behalf of the club - for their tireless work throughout the 
season. Kevin O’Hanlon and Dave Spring for the running of the 1st team with assistance from Simon 
Roche and Fergal “Stumpy” Nolan for looking after the 2nd team, this time with assistance from Russell 
White. 

Thanks to the other members of the club who assisted the managers and 
the club along the way.  For example, all those who contributed to 
various Tuesday night training sessions in VEC, primarily Joey Byrne and 
Pat Meghen, and of course Andy Myler for his inspirational patience on 
Thursdays in Whelan Park. 

Finally, our thanks go to Noel Ryan for his support of a Saturday (even 
after Joey broke his record); our Honorary Treasurer Séamus Doherty for 
his management and reconciling of the accounts and club Chairman 
David Spring, without who, the club would surely fall apart. 
 

Richie Hannify 
Hon. Secretary 



"We go again", said Kev in July, "to get our title back", 
"We'll need a few new players", said Joe, "if there's any chance of that". 

"I'll spread the word", said Dave, "before people think we're done", 
And with that we we're ready to go, the start of all the fun. 

 
We sent scouts far and wide, to add to our impressive squad, 

"This year will be different", said Kev with a nod. 
We found a bloke from the US, whose season hit a wall, 

And a lad who learned the tricks of his trade, in the hills of Donegal. 
 

We brought back an old friend, Shocko arriving with a grin, 
And of course gave a full promotion, to our gypsie Tommy Wrynne. 

There was another key signing, of which Richie wasn't too fond, 
When Davey Frewen showed up in August, with his fabled magic wand. 

 
We set the stall out early, nothing but a league win would do, 

But FAI and Challenge Cup runs, were just as critical too. 
Dave would bring the jaffas, the club cyclist Dani would bring the ham, 

And we'd have a new club captain, in midfield stalwart Sham. 
 

Social media was purring, Richie to thank for this, 
Revolut was up and running, so lads couldn't take the piss, 

Andy took training on Thursdays, supported by Simon Roche, 
And Davey took his clothes off, anytime we were on a coach. 

 
Dani looked like Pele, and what a player is Jack, 
Negotiations extended, to get our Anto back. 

Jimmer provided humour, and no shortage of skill, 
Ferry was a great addition, he'll stay? We hope he will. 

 
Joey got his knee fixed, and came back just on time, 

To watch Tommy break his duck, after putting it on a dime. 
 

Ray decided to recommit, much to Pat's dismay, 
But there's little can go wrong out left, in a squad with Pat and Ray, 

Shocko won a few headers, and "scored" against Castleisland, 
And where would we have been, without the goals of Aidan Hyland. 

 
Mick got a year younger, Rochey's arse got bigger, 

And Dave ordered a special jersey, to help with Andy's figure, 
Steve showed up on Thursdays, Kill gave cameraman a crack, 
Utility midfielders O'Brien and Newe, were better at the back. 

 
Frewen went mad against Coolock, Richie set his sights on the Shield, 

Libos had a fella banned for a year, they needn't have appealed... 
Gav Murphy was Gav Murphy, six years an 8 out of 10, 

Except that game against Village, we can't forget his pen. 
 

Bres made mincemeat of Libos, and received appropriate plaudits, 
While Mick couldn't escape the grasp, of Sam's internal audits, 

Petesy won most yellow cards, I can't think of a reason, 
And Aidan Hyland away in Coolock, is the obvious goal of the season. 

 
We won away in Kerry, got a bit of last-16 intrigue, 

We won the Challenge Cup again, but it was all about the league. 
It was heading for a playoff, but Castle got in the way, 

Anto passing the torch to Sham, for his trophy-lifting day. 
 

It's been a long hard season, and trophies don't come for free, 
But here we are, winners again, it's viva VEC! 

Kevin O’Hanlon 2019 


